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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
July 26, 2019 
 
CAMERON SMITH  ( -7) 
 
 
Q.  Two days, only two bogeys.  You've been really, really solid.  In your mind, how 
good have you been playing? 
 
CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, it's been really good.  It feels as though I've been working hard, 
especially with the shorter stuff.  I feel like when I feel confident with the chipping and 
putting, it just allows my longer game to free up and kind of hit the shots into the greens that 
I want to hit and be a little bit more aggressive.  Yeah, it's paid off. 
 
Q.  Looking at your statistics before I came out, I followed you, they're all good.  
You're sneaky long and I think your iron play's really, really good.  But maybe you're 
right, maybe the short game is the one thing you need to focus on more? 
 
CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah.  I mean, like I said, I feel as though when I feel really confident 
with the shorter stuff, I can just -- you know, it feels like I've got no worries almost hitting my 
shots into the greens.  I like going straight at the pin and I feel like when the shorter stuff is 
really nice, I don't have any doubts. 
 
Q.  Top 8 on the International Team for the Presidents Cup.  The Aussies that are 
here, the four Aussies are all top 8, Jason's 7, you're 8.  How important is it for you to 
get that automatic invite to the team? 
 
CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah.  I mean, it's been a goal all year really is to make that Presidents 
Cup team.  I would love to be a part of that and hopefully turn the International Team 
around.  It's back down there in Australia, my home country, and I would love to be there in 
front of the home crowd and show them something. 
 
Q.  Well, go get 'em tomorrow, because right now in my mind your game is really 
good.  You've got to have some confidence heading into tomorrow? 
 
CAMERON SMITH:  Yeah, it feels really good.  I feel like the greens this week are so pure 
and if you hit a putt online, it's almost like you know it's going in.  Yeah, I feel good. 
 


